Determination of Genetic Diversity of Four Guppy Strains Using the Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA-PCR
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ABSTRACT

This research aims to determine genetic diversity of four strains guppy, respectively are Japan blue double sword (JBD), Japan blue tiger double sword (JBTD), blue moscow (BM), and panda guppy (PG) with RAPD-PCR method. The obtained genetic diversity data is used as guide reference for hybridization between four strains. The research was conducted in September 2020 to April 2021 with exploratory methods and in qualitative and quantitative descriptive analysis. The research was carried out in biotechnology Laboratory, Fishery and Marine Sciences Faculty and Central Laboratory, Padjadjaran University, Indonesia. Strains of JBD, JBTD, BM obtained from Cilengkrang Subdistrict, Bandung and PG strain obtained from Parung market, Bogor. Primary OPA-03 (AGTCAGCCAC) is used for standard parameters to interpret genetic diversity among four strains of guppy. Based on results, amplification with OPA-03 primary visualize 25 bands that include five polymorphic bands and 20 monomorphic bands. The phylogenetic tree result show that...
there are two relationship groups. The first group are JBD, JBTD, and BM with similarity index in the range of 80-89%. The first group consist two sub groups of relationship. The first sub group are JBD and JBTD with similarity index of 89%. The second sub group is BM with similarity index of 80%. The second group is PG with similarity index of 65.5%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Guppy (Poecilia reticulata) is freshwater ornamental fish with high economic value, both domestically and abroad. Guppy can be kept in the aquarium and can also be used as contest fish. Guppy fish production in 2015-2018 in Indonesia increased by 82.5% [1]. The increase occurred due to market demand.

The appeal of guppy are color, pattern, and shape of the tail. According to [2] there are 14 variety of patterns that snakeskin, tuxedo, cobra, leopard tail, grass tail, lace tail, and mosaic tail, and has a variety of colors that are variations of single color, bicolor, and multicolor.

The high demand of new variety of colors, patterns, and shapes of the tail make guppy breeders continue to make cross efforts to get new guppy variations. Continuous cross-crossing experiments will increase the risk of inbreeding. Therefore, Hybridization can produce superior phenotype properties and reduce the risk of inbreeding.

Hybridization is cross between two different individuals to obtain superior offspring [3]. According to [4] hybridization is a cross breeding between two species of fish whose diversity is close, but has different properties and characteristics, so that it will produce offspring with the desired traits. According to [5] the key to success in hybridization activities is that both fish have the same number of chromosomes and have the same biological and reproductive properties.

The selection of a parent for hybridization can be seen from its genetic diversity. Genetic diversity data can be used as reference data for selecting parent to hybridization. This hybridization will produce superior progeny. Strains of Japan blue double sword (JBD), Japan blue tiger double sword (JBTD), blue Moscow (BM), and panda guppy (PG) are not yet known genetic diversity data.

Determine genetic diversity of fish can be known through Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) technique with Random Amplified of Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) method. According to [6], PCR with RAPD method can detect monomorphic fragments of DNA and can be interpreted through phylogenetic tree. The advantages of RAPD method are to detect nucleotide sequences with only one primary, have high polymorphism, and it can be used without knowing the background of the previous genome [7]. RAPD can be used to analyze genetic variations that can be used for reproductive programs in the field of aquaculture [8].

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This research was conducted in September 2020 to April 2021 at Biotechnology Laboratory, Fishery and Marine Sciences Faculty, Padjadjaran University for DNA isolation, DNA amplification, and electrophoresis results of DNA isolation and amplification. DNA purity calculation at the Central Laboratory, Padjadjaran University. The research method used explorative methods without experimental design with analyzed descriptively qualitatively and quantitatively. The samples used were guppy caudal fins from four different strains. Determination of genetic diversity used Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) with Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) method and used two universal primers namely OPA-02 and OPA-03. Only one primary was chosen for further analysis, the primary that show more bands. The DNA test resultswas analyzedby using the NTSYS program.

2.1 Procedures

Research procedures include:

2.1.1 DNA isolation

This research used Genomic DNA Purification Kit (Promega). 10 mg of caudal fin was added into microtube 1.5 μl and mashed until smooth, added 300 μl Nuclei lysis solution, homogenized with vortex 10 seconds, and incubated at 65°C for 30 minutes. Added 1.5 μl RNase, flipped 2-5 times, incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes, and cooled for 5 minutes at room temperature. Added 100 mL precipitation solution protein,
homogenized with vortex for 10 seconds, and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 4 minutes. Supernatant was transferred to new microtube, added 300 μl isopropanol and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 minute. Supernatant was discarded, then added 300 μl ethanol, and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 minute. Ethanol was discarded and pellet dried for 15 minutes. Added 50 μl Rehydration solution and incubated at 65°C for 60 minutes. The tube stored at -20°C.

2.1.2 Calculation of DNA purity

DNA purity quantification is a quantitative test of DNA. The test used the Multimode Reader Infinite 200 PRO NanoQuant spectrophotometer tool at wavelengths 260 and 280 nm. Added 2 μl DNA isolation result and 2 μl nuclease free water solution into the cuvette, then the absorbance value on the tool was set with wavelengths of 260 nm and 280 nm. The results recorded and calculated.

2.1.3 DNA amplification

DNA amplification procedure was carried out by added 12.5 μl GoTaq Green Master Mix (Promega), 2 μl DNA genome, 1.3 μl primer, and 9.2 μl nuclease free water into microtube 0.2 μl and homogenized with vortex 10 seconds. Microtube inserted into the PCR machine with the program: pre - denaturation (94°C, 2 minutes, 1 cycle), denaturation (94°C, 1 minute, 45 cycle), annealing (36°C, 1 minute, 45 cycle), extension (72°C, 2 minutes, 45 cycles), final extension (72°C, 10 minutes, 1 cycle), hold (4°C, 3 minutes, 1 cycle) [9].

2.1.4 Electrophoresis

DNA isolation and amplification results are qualitatively tested through electrophoresis with agarose gel. Electrophoresis procedure was to make agarose concentration 1% by added 0.8 gr agarose powder and 80 ml TAE 1x solution into the erlenmeyer, then put in the microwave for 3 minutes, added 0.8 μl gel red then homogenized. Cooled the solution and poured into agarose mold that had been equipped with a comb, waited until frozen. TAE 1x buffer is poured with sub-marine technique.

For first test sample was filled with 2 μl DNA Ladder 1kb and 2 μl loading dye. The next test was filled with 4 μl DNA template and 2 μl loading dye. Electrophoresis tank was given electricity at 75V for 45 minutes (for DNA isolation results) and 90 minutes (for DNA amplification results).

2.2 Data Analysis

Data analysis was conducted qualitatively and quantitatively. Quantitative data was obtained from the calculation of DNA purity. Qualitative data was obtained from the bands visualized and not visualized on gel agarose, then qualitative data was created in the form of a binary matrix with Microsoft Excel 1997-2003 and processed using NTSYS program to bring up the phylogenetic tree.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 DNA Isolation Result

DNA isolation results show that the bands produced on each strain is thick and without smear (Fig. 1). JBD strain shows the most obvious band without smear, BM strain shows the thinnest band among other strains, while JBTD and PG show thick band. DNA isolation conducted in this research is successfully purifies DNA. Smear indicates that isolated DNA contains material other than DNA or DNA degradation occurs [10,9].

![Fig. 1. Electrophoresis of DNA isolation result](image)

This research used Genomic DNA Purification Kit (Promega) isolation kit. Genomic DNA Purification Kit (Promega) has been tested to show good purity results [11,12]. Isolated fish samples that have been preservation first, the composition of the preservation solution is by mixing alcohol 95% and glycerin at a ratio of 4:1.
[13]. Caudal fins are an easy part to destroy, easy to get DNA samples [9]. DNA isolation is an early stage for molecularly identifying fish species, the success of DNA isolation based on the quality and quantity of DNA purity produced.

DNA purity calculation result of Japan blue double sword (JBD), Japan blue tiger double sword (JBTD), blue Moscow (BM), panda guppy (PG) have purity values of 1.93; 1.92; 1.93; 1.93 (Table 1). The purity results are classified as pure, because it is in the range of 1.8-2.0. Purity values in the range of 1.8-2.0 indicate that the DNA is pure [14]. According to [9], purity values above 2.0 indicate that there is RNA contamination, whereas if the purity value is below 1.8 indicates that there is protein contamination.

The principle of DNA concentration calculation is based on ultra violet (UV) irradiation of the spectrophotometer absorbed by nucleotides and proteins in the solution, the more UV rays are absorbed then the high DNA concentration [14,12].

### 3.2 DNA Amplification

OPA-03 primer showed more bands than OPA-02. Then, DNA amplification result by using OPA-03 primary analyzed further. The number of DNA bands that appear from four strains using the primary OPA-03 is 25 bands (Fig. 2), with the number of 5 polymorphic bands and 20 monomorphic bands (Table 2).

The DNA fragment size results ranged from 224.02-5070.55 bp, this suggests that the results obtained are normal. According to [15], the normal base pair (bp) found in fish ranges from 200-1500 bp, while the base pair commonly found in fish is around 300-1500 bp.

Japan blue double sword (JBD) show 19 bands consisting of 18 monomorphic bands and 1 polymorphic band, Japan blue tiger double sword (JBTD) show 17 monomorphic bands, blue Moscow (BM) show 17 bands consisting of 16 monomorphic bands and 1 polymorphic band, and panda guppy (PG) show 17 bands consisting of 14 monomorphic bands and 3 polymorphic bands. Polymorphic band is a DNA band that appears at a certain size and is found in only one sample, while monomorphic band is the band that appears on all samples [16].

The panda guppy (PG) strain have the highest number of three polymorphic bands at the size of 4290.24, 2433.95, and 510,52 base pairs. JBD and BM strains have each one polymorphic band located at the size of 670,57 and 5070.55 base pairs. The large number of polymorphic bands in fish strains indicates that there are genetic variations.

Polymorphic of JBD strain is thought to give rise to the shape of double sword caudal fin. Polymorphic of BM strain is thought to give rise to a full variation of dark blue color. Polymorphic of GP strain is caused by the origin of GP are different from the other three strains and GP strain is cross-results. PG strains have the largest genetic variation from other strains. According to the results of research [9], polymorphic band shows the existence of genetic variations between strains of nirwanalumajang and nirwanawanayasa.

JBD and JBTD strains have 16 monomorphic bands. According to [17], monomorphic nucleotide sequences will express phenotype similarities, phenotypes can be known from morphological, anatomical, and physiological. When viewed in terms of phenotypes, these two fish have similarities such as the shape of the tail double sword and the color of the yellow and light blue body.

![Fig. 2. Electrophoresis of DNA Amplification Result](image)
3.3 Genetic Relationship Analysis

Phylogenetic tree describes a relationship between fish species or strains. The phylogenetic tree is a method to detect relationship of species and the degree of evolution. The results of phylogenetic tree can be seen in Fig. 3.

Based on the results of the phylogenetic tree obtained, there are two relationship groups. The first group are JBD, JBTD, and BM which have a similarity index in the range of 80-89%. The first group consist two sub groups of relationship. The first sub group are JBD and JBTD with similarity index of 89%. The second sub group is BM with similarity index of 80%. The second group is PG which have similarity index of 65.5%.

The first sub group are JBD and JBTD. The similarities between JBD and JBTD has the shape of a double sword caudal fin, yellow color from head to abdomen, light blue color on the abdomen to the tail. The difference between both fish is that JBTD has tiger pattern, while JBD does not have tiger pattern. According to [18], tiger pattern shows the dotted pattern in the fins. The dotted pattern is effected by aggregation of melanophores (black color cell).

The Japan blue strain originated in the Kanagawa River, Japan, which was discovered around the late 80s. It was first introduced in Japanese Fish Magazine in 1994. Japan blue has a metallic light blue color on the head to abdomen, solid color fins, dot patterns, mosaics, red or variations of other colors. The location of the Japan blue gene is in the Y-chromosome, depending on male gender [19]. The double sword tail shape is on X-linked and Y-linked [19]. Tiger pattern in JBTD is a recessive gene, this gene is also known as Europian Gold, IFGA Bronze or Asian Tiger [20]. According to [19] tiger is commonly known in Asia.

The second sub group is BM with similarity index of 80%. BM has the shape of caudal triangle tail fin, and dark blue color from the head to the caudal fins. Moscow strain originated from Russia, Moscow characteristic has a solid color on the head. The Moscow gene is found in Y<sup>mw</sup>, only the male guppy has the Moscow gene [19].

The second group is PG with similarity index of 65.5%. PG color on the head to the abdomen is white, while from the abdomen to tail is dark blue, the color of the fins caudal are dark blue and clear white, the color of the dorsal fin is dark blue. PG strain is the result of a cross between female pink guppy and male Moscow [19]. This is thought to be a factor GP has a low similarity index because GP is a strain of cross-results.

PG fish body is smaller than other strains. PG fish obtained from Parung market, Bogor. While the other strains cultivated in Cilengkrangsubdistric, Bandung. The interaction between genotypes and the environment will give rise to phenotypes or visible properties [7]. According to [5] the interaction between the environment and genotypes occurs because the response of some alleles to phenotype expression that appears will different in different environments. According to [21] phenotype character of guppy is the result of adaptation to the environment with different abiotic factors or environmental adaptation with different biotic factors such as predators or parasites.

The results of determine genetic diversity of four guppy strains using the RAPD method with primary OPA-03 successfully analyzed the relationship of four guppy strains. it related with research by [16] on the analysis of green snake skin revolutions and black variations in guppy fish using RAPD markers, the results suggested that the brood and F1 have mendelian inheritance patterns. Furthermore, [22] research of eight guppy fish used for genetic analysis using RAPD techniques with 9 primers showed the highest genetic differences between king and flaminggo (0.604), while the genetic equation of all guppy fish samples was (minumun 0.670 and maximum 0.948).

Table 1. DNA purity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Abs 260</th>
<th>Abs 280</th>
<th>Value of DNA Purity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>JBD</td>
<td>0,0702</td>
<td>0,036</td>
<td>1,93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>JBTD</td>
<td>0,224</td>
<td>0,116</td>
<td>1,92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td>0,12</td>
<td>0,062</td>
<td>1,93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PG</td>
<td>0,2046</td>
<td>0,106</td>
<td>1,93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Polymorphic and Monomorphic DNA Bands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BP Position</th>
<th>JBD</th>
<th>JBTD</th>
<th>BM</th>
<th>PG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5070.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4290.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3759.86</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3413.09</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2625.48</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2433.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2312.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876.73</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1716.78</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1466.99</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1289.48</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1110.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>961.76</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>771.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>719.88</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>670.57</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>592.88</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>424.42</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385.28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345.47</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314.10</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>291.08</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: -- = Monomorphic Band; --* = Polymorphic Band; JBD = Japan Blue Double Sword; JBTD = Japan Blue Tiger Double Sword; BM = Blue Moscow; PG = Panda Guppy

Fig. 3. Phylogenetic Tree of Four Guppy Strains with Primary OPA-03

Strains of JBD and JBTD have the highest similarity index, it means that these two fish have a lot of monomorphic bands. Thus, if these two fish are crossed then the success rate of the cross is high and it can increase the genetic variation of the parent. According to research conducted by [23], the cross between jambaipatin females and siampatin males that have low heterozygous successfully increases the proportion of heterozygous genes or increases the genetic variation of their offspring.

According to [24], the value of genetic diversity is influenced by the proportion of heterozygous and homozygous genes, the higher proportion of homozygous genes it will have lower the genetic diversity, and the higher proportion of heterozygous genes, it will have higher genetic diversity.

Strains of JBD, BM, and GP have polymorphic band, it means the strains have high genetic variations. Thus, if between these three strains...
are crossed, it will produce offspring with a new variation. According to [25], the presence of polymorphic band in fish will produce a new genetic structure in fish species.

4. CONCLUSION

Briefly, there are two relationship groups. The first group are japan blue double sword (JBD), japan blue tiger double sword (JBTD), and blue moscow (BM). The first group consist two sub groups of relationship. The first sub group are JBD and JBTD with similarity index of 89%. The second sub group is BM with similarity index of 80%. The second group is panda guppy (GP) with similarity index of 65.5%. Primary OPA-03 was able to show many bands in the genetic diversity analysis of guppy strains. GP showed 3 polymorphic bands which means GP strain have the higher genetic variations than others.

5. SUGGESTION

The suggestion from this research is to get a high success rate of cross breeding, you must to cross between japan blue double sword (JBD) and japan blue tiger double sword (JBTD). in other hand, if you want to produce strains with new variations, you must to cross between japan blue double sword (JBD), blue moscow(BM), and panda guppy (PG).
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